
im

bosses The horror of the flood itself and
the terrific psychological impact of that
event are so striking in Enkson's book as
to obscure the considerable human

blame both for the disaster itself and for
its mishandled aftermath The raging wa
ters were traumatic, but the actions of
federal bureaucrats and mine-owners—

and, at crucial moments, their inaction—

surely completed the job the waters had
begun. Erikson does touch on various
human agents, policies, and practices,
but he doesn't give them the emphasis
they warrant.

There are two other small flaws After
promising to focus only on the Buffalo
Creek disaster, and after analyzing it as a
single and atypical case, Erikson intro
duces various speculative notions about
"modern society" He would have done
well to have stuck to the flood in West Vir
ginia Similarly, the author's concluding
effort to broaden the concept of disaster
to include all trauma-inducing circum
stances belongs in another book. But
these are small points. They detract only
slightly from a penetrating, elegantly writ
ten, and important work.

KathleenJ.Tierneyis assistant fielddirector of
the Disaster Research Center at Ohio State
University in Columbus, where she is also a
candidate for her doctorate in sociology

TO HAVE OR TO BE?

by Erich Fromm
Harper and Row, $8 95
Reviewed by M Brewster Smith

At 76, Erich Fromm has amply earned
the mantle of sage, a role he as

sumes with considerable grace in this
latest distillation of his psychosocial
thought

When Iwas a graduate student, before
World War II, his Escape from Freedom
struck me and many of my friends as an
exciting and important book In it,
Fromm's nondoctnnaire interpretations of
Freud and Marx and European psycho-
history helped illuminate not only the
problem of Nazi Germany, which then
preempted the attention of all of us, but
also the problems of democracy in a
world that could produce Nazism Later,
in the immediate postwar years when I
was beginning to teach, my students and
I found his second book, Man For Him
self, equally exciting in its attempt to con
struct a naturalistic, psychological ethics
based on character types Books by
Fromm have appeared regularly since
then, but with the exception of The Art of
Loving, which found its way into many
homes, and The Anatomy of Human De-
structiveness in 1973, they have been rel
ativelyslimefforts that did not capture the
public's attention, or mine, for long. Isup
pose Fromm's reputation is still slipping.
At the Tucson Conference on Theory in
Humanistic Psychology, in 1975, I was

• 1
surprised to find that Iwas the only par-,
ticipantwho found Fromm and his ideas
worth remembering Onemust therefor^
approach the present book wonderino
what has happened to Fromm as $
prophet and social critic.

The introduction is excellent. In a few
terse pages, Fromm sketches the failure
of our culture's promise of unlimited pro.
gress, and he declares that industrial,
ism's two mam psychological premises
are untenable. Those two premises are*
"thatthe aim of life is happiness, that is,'
maximum pleasure, defined as the satls-i
faction of any desire or subjective need a
person may feel (radical hedonisrri)" and"
"that egotism, selfishness, and greed, as
the system needs to generate them in<
order to function, lead to harmony and*
peace." Fromm then joins the informed,
consensus of latter-day Jeremiahs about<
the catastrophe toward which business-*
as-usual is leading humankind, and he''
asks us to explore radical alternatives.^
Capitalism, social democracy, and Soviet,
socialism all emphasize Having as a
mode of existence Fromm asks instead^
that we reinstate the mode of Being, as
experienced in the medieval world and
stressed by The Masters of Living from
East and West All these capitalized
terms are Fromm's, and I must say that,
"Masters of Living" offends me.
Clarifying the contrast. Frommdevotes
the central part of the book to clarifying •
the contrast between the modes of Hav- •
ing andBeing Heclaims nooriginality for
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Take the experience of learning, for in
stance. A student in the Having mode ac
quires facts and theories and stores them
up by memorizing or taking notes on
them, in the contrasting mode of Being,
the learner encounters and lives with the

lecture or readings, and the encounter al
ters his understanding Take the experi
ence of authority. The Being of authority
rests on personal qualities, on compe
tence The Having of authority rests on ar
bitrary status Similarly, faith in the Having
mode entails dogmatic beliefs, in the
Being mode, inner experience is continu
ously validating faith, whether it is faith in
God or self or humankind Love in the

Having mode is possessive, controlling,
stultifying, in the Being mode love is affir
mative and creative

Fromm follows the early Marx in believ-
ing that we are seduced by our
acquisitive society into alienation from
ourselves, from the products of our work,
and from participation in our common hu
manity. What is required for our salvation,
Fromm implies, is nothing less than a new
man in a new society, a change of heart
amid changed institutions Neither is pos
sible alone, since we tend to share a so

cial character molded by socioeconomic
institutions—institutions that make us

want to do what we have to do

False religions. Social character also re
quires a religion, a framework of devo
tion. The problem, Fromm says, is that our
two chief social religions today are
false—both the "industrial religion" of
work, property, profit, and power that cor
responds to the hoarding and exploita
tive character of the industrial era, and
the false "cybernetic religion" of post-
industrial times Fromm would replace
these with a humanistic, nontheistic re

ligion of Being and caring He calls finally
for a new society, decentralized and de-
bureaucratized He sees a participatory
democracy without advertising or brain
washing, yet guided by an elite Supreme
Cultural Council and a "system of effec
tive information " He even calls for a new

science, "a Humanistic Science of Man

as the basis for the Applied Science and
Art of Social Reconstruction "

Since Iagree with Fromm's appraisal of
our common plight, and since I share
many of his goals and applaud his at
tempt at constructive Utopian thinking, I
cannot help feeling mean-soirited that I

well and hope this book wins new con
verts to his concerned humanism. But in

distilling ideas that he and others have
voiced often before, Fromm has lost
much of his old force and richness.

The book has the virtues and the de

fects of sagacity, of humane reasonable
ness Fromm is far more reasonable than

such recent psychoprophets as Herbert
Marcuse, Norman 0 Brown, or Ernest
Becker, who are often wrongheaded,
onesided, and perverse But he is also
much less interesting than these other
writers, and less useful in challenging
and clarifying our own thoughts Fromm is
much more reasonable than Freud,

whose influence on his thought is by now
barely visible. What is left, though, along
with the reasonableness, is a kind of pal
lid existentialism that lacks the bite and

tragic depth of Kierkegaard's tradition of
existentialism, and a psychology that
lacks the complexity and productive ten
sions of Freud's

As a contribution to Utopian thinking in
the cause of radical humanism, To Have

or To Be7 is too shallow and casual to be

satisfying We have gained more, I think,
from contending with the tough pessi
mism of Robert Heilbroner's Inquiry into
the Human Prospect Fromm's self-as
cribed radicalism simply isn't radical
enough to cope with the dilemmas inher
ent in his prescriptions. His ethics needs
a politics, but his politics is left wholly to
the imagination I'm also pretty sure that
his religion of caring reasonableness will
be found wanting "Ethical culture" lacks
power, understandably.

Yetthis is still a good book, ifnot a satis
fying or deeply troubling book. Rea
sonableness itself is in short supply.
Social scientists, in particular, should
note that their fashionable

quasieconomic models have been pro
foundly challenged by Fromm's insights
into the way psychology, society, ethics,
and history combine to make the human
world Some of our tribe still have much to

learn from the venerable Fromm

M. Brewster Smith, professor of psychology at
the University of California, Santa Cruz, is Pres
ident-elect of the American Psychological
Association.
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